
Temporary Rules for 2021 Campaign Season 

Student Body President candidate will be referred to as SBP, Student Body Vice President 

candidate will be referred to as SBVP, and their Campaign Manager will be referred to as the 

CM for the entirety of this document. Both the SBP and SBVP together will be referred to as the 

“ticket.” 

1. Communication Rules 

a. “Official communication” is any communication between the ticket and any 

number of their staffers.  

b. Official communication is required to be through GroupMe or email and must 

include elections delegate(s) on any group communication.  

c. SBP, SBVP, and their CM are allowed to communicate (email, text, etc) with 

each other without delegate(s) included. This means individually or all three 

people together. 

d. Communication between the staffers only does not require delegate(s). 

e. SBP, SBVP, or their CM can communicate with a staffer individually without 

delegate(s).  

f. At least one delegate has to attend group zooms, phone calls, or in-person 

meetings. If the assigned delegate(s) can not attend, another member of the 

Elections Board will attend. If no one from the Elections Board can attend, the 

meeting will have to be rescheduled. 

Tickets are encouraged to include delegate(s) in ALL communication, but only required to do so 

in what is outlined above. Again, SBP, SBVP, and their CM can communicate individually or in 

a group (the only group to do so) but encouraged to include delegate(s).   



2. Events 

a. Since there are 3 days of “Active Campaigning”  (lines 202-206 in the Bylaws), 

each ticket can have a maximum of 3 online events per week.  

b. “Live” or “going live” on Instagram, Twitter, TikTok or another social media 

platform is considered an online event.  

c. If on-campus activities resume, each ticket still can only have a maximum of 3 

events total being any combination of online or in-person events.  

3. Staffers 

a. The staffer’s working on a candidate’s campaign must be currently enrolled 

undergraduate students at Clemson University. 

b. Tickets can submit a current (non-finalized) list of staffers by January 10th (1/10) 

at noon to receive election delegate(s) so that official communication can begin. 

Tickets must submit the finalized list of staffers with their platform on January 

17th (1/17) at noon.  


